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** Lunch meeting with ABP about Pension**
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Date: Wednesday February 4th, 12.30h ‐ 14.00h
Location: Horsttoren, room T1300
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
** Wanted: new board members P‐NUT **
You are kindly invited to attend lunch‐discussion about the:
"Pension Scheme with ABP". ABP is the pension fund for
employers and employees in service of the Dutch government and
the educational sector. ABP aims at being the Home for employers
and employees, in the field of provisions for old age and for
products and services for income substitution.
For PhD
candidates, the pension arrangement applies from the start of
their employment, which means that a premium is made for
building up pension rights and benefit in case of disability.
On Wednesday February 4th, ABP will give an informative
presentation about the pension system in The Netherlands.
Different topics will be addressed such as the building up of
pension and when it is possible the ¨transfer¨ of pension rights to
a subsequent employer, etc If you would like to join please
register at Moniek Assink: (m.j.m.assink@utwente.nl). Lunch will
be arranged.

** Free Exploratory Patent Research Kennispark **
What can Kennispark Twente for you?
Kennispark provides support for the first phase of your company
and it is only steps away from you! Sometimes the results from
scientific research lead to these being used for a specific purpose
due to which they acquire a social and commercial interest. A
patent is an exclusive right to an invention. With it, you can
prohibit someone else from applying the invention commercially
within a certain jurisdiction and during a certain period.
If you are considering applying for a patent for your invention, you
can use exploratory research to see whether submitting an
application is worthwhile. On behalf of the UT and in cooperation
with the Netherlands Patent Office, Kennispark Twente offers this
exploratory patent research for free.
If you wish to have more information about the value of patents
and about having exploratory research performed, please contact
Frank Groot (f.groot@utwente.nl) or Peter van Roosmalen
(p.g.c.vanroosmalen@utwente.nl), lawyers at the Knowledge Park
Twente, without any engagement.
Recently, BloomWise and Security Matters (both spin‐off
companies from the research institute CTIT) have been given
valorization grants from STW. This was accomplished together
with B&M Business Development (who also gave a workshop on
the PhD Entrepreneurial Day organized by the Kennispark). The
grant of 200.000 euro per company was awarded for further
development and commercialization of innovations. BloomWise
develops a toolset for easier development of embedded
software. With their tools the software development process
should be faster and bugs could be recognized faster as well.
Security Matters develops a toolset for network intrusion
detection. Attacks from hackers are nowadays stopped using a
"signature" from earlier attacks. The system which is developed by
Security Matters is a self learning systems which should protect
computers to a larger extent.
Interested? Visit: www.kenninspark.nl

The PhD contract of a few of our board members
will expire in the coming months. We are looking
for enthusiastic PhD candidates interested in
joining P‐NUT. For more information please write
at: p‐nut@utwente.nl.
We look forward to hear from you!!!!

** Eurodoc **
**
EURODOC is the European Council of doctoral
candidates and young researchers. It takes the form of a
federation of national associations of Ph.D. candidates
and young researchers. The main objective of Eurodoc is
to represent doctoral candidates and junior researchers
at the European level in matters of education, research,
and professional development of their careers Eurodoc
is conducting the first comprehensive Europe‐wide
survey of doctoral researchers in cooperation with the
International Centre for Higher Education Research at
the University of Kassel. We invite all doctoral
candidates to fill in the form and take part in the
Bologna process. The outcomes will help Eurodoc to
continue its efforts to improve the conditions of young
researchers. Take part in the Eurodoc survey: http://
www.eurodoc.net/survey/

** BCF event 28 May 2009, RAI Amsterdam **
The Career Event for Bio, Chemistry and Food
Are you looking for a job or study in Life Sciences,
Chemistry or Food? Then BCF Event is 'the place to be'.
BCF Event is the umbrella name of BioCareer Event,
ChemistryCareer Event en FoodCareer Event. With an
extensive exhibition with expectedly over 125
employers, education institutions and recruitment &
selection agencies and an extensive program of
presentations and workshops.
More information at: http://www.bcfevent.nl/

